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Dungeons and dragons 3.5 class list

From Dungeons and Dragons Wiki This table lists all 3.5e base classes on the wiki. You can also view this page in category format, if you wish. NameDescriptionBalance RangeAbstruse CardsharkA versatile caster with a casting system much like the Crusader's. This one uses actual suits.HighAdversary of FaithThe un-cleric, they oppose the gods yet
they themselves draw upon the "power of mortals" in opposition to the gods.Very HighAgentA versatile specialist dispatched to protect law and order on the behest of authority or government.HighAlchemistTome of Element Alchemist, Alchemists use magic by mixing rare and magical components. They make potions, oils, grenades, and all manner of
other items, providing invaluable services to other adventurers. When drawn to adventure, they apply their unique talents, a combination of esoteric knowledge of magical components and a strong throwing arm, to solve problems, whether with subtle poisons or with a loud bang.Very HighAlchemist, VariantThis Alchemist wields the immense power
of concept-combining magic (based heavily on) to achieve the world-transmuting powers you might know and love.HighAmbusherCombat Styles with Skirmish Bonuses. Made for Melee Hit and Run.ModerateAndellion WarriorMelee warriors who share in the power of a goddess known as Eden.Very HighAnimal EvolutionistYou get two animal
companions that evolve into some bad-ass monsters!ModerateAnimist VariantVery HighApexAn Apex is at the top of the food-chain. Able to shapechange into a wild beast and dominate the battlefield. An apex melds rage with a select few empowered beast forms.HighApothecaryThe apothecary makes alchemical items, potions and poisons. This
version for PCs has extra levels, better progressions and more abilities.ModerateArcane MonkArcane monks study a strange form of martial arts that shapes their ki in mystical ways. In addition to this, they also gain a small pool of spells that they can cast spontaneously.HighArcanistGlorious masters of the arcane energies, capable of warping reality
with their very minds.LowArchitectMagical crafters who specialist in architecture and buildings.HighArmoured PokemaniacThe Knight (Races of War, not PHBII), but for Pokemon d20HighArtificerArtificers use magic equipment they craft to perform tasks. Each is unique in their chosen magic items, so no two are alike.HighAscendantAscendants are
those who are at one with the flow of existance and who are capable of seeing it fluctuate and warp in unimaginable ways. One of the trademarks of an ascendant is the fact that they are capable of splitting themselves, creating multiple versions of their physical body, and inhabit them all., A tall man stands there, his eyes closed as the wind whips
around him, seemingly not even aware of the world before him.Very HighAscendant - Project AtreaA priest-mage who forms connections to the constellations and warps time.Very HighAssassin, Tome The Assassin is not so much a hired killer as he is someone who studies how to kill. Large amounts of skills, poison use, medium spontaneous
spellcasting, ability to hand out large amounts of damage (rather than the traditional Death Attacks) at intervals. HighAstromancerA wizard whose focuses on the power of the stars, wielding space, gravity, and solar magic.Very HighAutoplate PilotMagical mecha pilots, they use animated suits of armor to give them the fighting ability they
need.ModerateAutoplate Pilot, VariantMaster craftsman and tinkerers whose intelligence is turned to martial bent, in the form of a wondrous suit of mechanical armor.HighAvalanche KnightWith a single swing, this warrior cleaves through scores of minions.HighAvatar of AendarAvengerA divine assassin trained in hidden temple-monasteries, they
tend to focus on one target to the exclusion of all else, and then bring them down with highly damaging attacks, uses manuevers.HighBa SummonerMonster summoners capable of manifesting the spirits of the dead.UnquantifiableBarbarian In The DungeonThis is a remade version of the barbarian base class. It's a class part of the In The Dungeon
series. The barbarian gains new defenses that go along with its incredible feats of strength.HighBarbarian, SublimeA barbarian using the Sublime Way.Very HighBarbarian, TomeDesigned to let the Barbarian run into the middle of a horde of enemies and come out alive. Bonus damage dice and powerful abilities when raging.Very HighBard, TomeA
bard that kicks enough ass for a Tome game.Very HighBarrier MageA spellcaster who specializes in shields, barriers, and obstructions.Very HighBattle BrewerBottles are better than swords sometimes.HighBattle ChefA master of turning enemies into delicious food. Also, a master at eating delicious food in seconds.HighBattle JuggernautIn the midst
of the fields of battle stands out one creature amongst the rest. A massive hulking figure whose blows knock his opponents to the waysides, and who charges across the battlefield plowing and trampling over foes and then driving back yet another with ease. Every foe in range of this unnatural beast is unsettled by his mere presence. This monster is a
Battle Juggernaut.HighBattle ScholarA learned individual, who studies the Sublime Way as an academic as much as a warrior.HighBattle ShinigamiHunters of ghosts and demons, they protect the living from things which lurk just beyond the edge of the world. These shinigami are focused on melee combat.ModerateBattlebruteA sublime martial
initiator who gets more extreme as time goes on.HighBattlecaster, TomeA caster with a small spell list (decided by spheres and domains) and spell slots that replenish by attacking.Very HighBattlemageOne who wields the awesome destructive power of battle magic.Very HighBattlesmithNot all blacksmiths stay in the forge, some go into the world to
gather rare supplies, craft new weapons and armor, and survive right besides adventurers on the go.ModerateBeastbloodedPlay as a man-beast, essentially a lycan you can flavor easily.HighBeastheartA feral warrior who fights like an animal, alongside an animal., A wild elf raised by wolves, taught to fight like a fearsome beast., A large black wolf
with electric-green eyes. Companion of Temoryn Nighthowl.HighBee DragonA class version of the Bee Dragon made by a Mr. Eiji-kun!Bender of AirA swift wielder of the element of Air, the Bender of Air is a master of movement and defense.HighBender of EarthA manipulator of dirt and stone, Benders of Earth make excellent builders, demolishers,
and tunnelers.HighBender of FireBenders of Fire conjure fire and electricity to slay their enemies, deflect blows, and sometimes even fly.HighBender of LightA person born with the innate ability to manipulate light.HighBender of TimeA dangerous controller of the element of Time, Benders of Time can slow down enemies and speed theirselves
up.Very HighBender of WaterA telekinetic wielder of dihydrogen monoxide with power and versatility.HighBerserkerAn adrenaline-filled junkie who cares only about the next foe before him.HighBewitcherA classic nature witch class, A young beautiful Bewitcher who is the leader of her coven.Very HighBiomancerMasters of the world unseen, good
Biomancers heal and improve the body, and evil ones are masters of disease, decay, and suffering.Very HighBiotechnicianMaster of biotechnology, you graft, augment, and change biology to work in your favor.Very HighBiotic VanguardA energy throwing ranged strike unit with good mobility.ModerateBishopBishops are the powerful holy servants of
deities. Whether they be cool and calculating, lucid and wise, or feverent and passionate, is entirely dependant on the bishop in question., A man wearing a crisp, clean, white, robe, with a slightly forceful yet smooth aura about him.Very HighBlackguard, Project HereticaThe Blackguard as a 20-level class, using the same chassis and design process as
the Project Heretica PaladinHighBlood MagusBlood Magus use their own blood to power their spells and have access to powerful forbidden lore. Designed to work with the mana-based spellcasting variant rule.Very HighBloodcloud AssailantThe sprays of blood coming from your enemies are legendary.HighBloodcloud MageYou leak like a sieve. This
is somewhat worse for your enemies than for yourself.HighBlooded WarriorBlooded Warriors use their stamina to achieve tasks far beyond their normal abilities. The Blooded Warrior is meant to offer support to other classes and acts as a bardlike character. The fun comes in story explanation a character may come up with for HOW his stamina helps
the barbarian balance on uneven ground.HighBloodletterA rogue-type class with a focus on bleeding the enemies dry.HighBloodline WarlockA warlock class tuned for very high level campaigns.Very HighBlue MageBestial mages from the east skilled in both swords and sorcery using the fiercest attacks of their fallen foes.HighBlue MirrorA mage
whose casts the spells, powers, and monster abilities of others, if they can survive the attack.UnquantifiableBody SprouterA character who attacks people with their limbs. Duplicates of them, that is.Very HighBodyshifterA bodyshifter is essentially a cross between a monk and a druid, shifting her body to her advantage.Very HighBombshellHave you
ever desired to be something more than just a fighter? Want a little extra BANG in the campaign? You've come to the right place, Everything you love about a fighter, with a little on the side.ModerateBone ShaperHighBonebladeThrough inherent necromatic aberrations or bizaare magic, you are able to weaponize your own skeleton, and the bones of
others.HighBookcasterA wizard with some balancing factors, such as casting directly from their spellbook and using a focus to bring their spells up to snuff.Very HighBounty HunterIn civilized lands, local lords call upon Bounty Hunters to capture criminals that live or have traveled beyond their reach or criminals that outclass the knights or soldiers
in the lords employ. Closer to the frontier, the Bounty Hunter might be the only law capable of bringing dangerous criminals to justice. Those who hire Bounty Hunters both like them, and scorn them.HighBounty Hunter, TomeBounty Hunters are contract kidnappers, working for the highest bidderHighBrave FighterA variant fighter, designed as a
replacement for the fighter class.HighBrilliant MindVery HighBushiA sublime combatant based on the Pathfinder Samurai and the Player's Handbook II’s Knight.HighButter PaladinWhat is more good than butter, the ingredient of the gods? Enraptured by its taste, the butter paladin defends culinary perfection with butter knife in
hand.HighCantripologistSome guy who casts level 0 spells a lot.HighCarcinomancerMaster of disease magicVery HighCas' CommandoA battle rogue class made by Cas, loosely based on the dread commando PrC.HighCat BurglarThis is an alternative Rogue class, that focuses solely on thievery and uses all printed material, non-magical abilities to give
the Cat Burglar the optimal chance of success when getting into a facility, and assist them in getting out again., A sly, charismatic con man who specializes in thievery and all things seedy.LowCavalierThe masters of mounted combat, these knights fight as one with their mounts.ModerateChameleonAlways sneaking and hiding, nobody ever finds a
chameleon unless the chameleon wants to be found. They can easily hide their tracks and disguise themselves and always use this to their advantage.HighChanneler of SaidarFemale channelers of the One Power.Very HighChanneler of SaidinMale channelers of the One Power.Very HighChanneler of the True PowerChannelers of the True Power,
granted by the Dark One.Very HighCharmedYou are one of the luckiest people alive.HighChemistBecome the master of chemistry, alchemy, potions, explosives, and mutagens!Very HighChoco-MageMagical chocobos wielding powerful arcane magic.Very HighChoco-PriestDivine servants of the great Wark, these chocobos use magic granted to them
by the very essence of nature around them.Very HighChoco-WarriorThe combat-oriented class exclusively for chocobos.ModerateChoristerA divine singer who can turn the tide of battle with a word.HighClaymoreNamed after the Great swords they wield, they are half-human, half-monster hybrid warriors.HighClergy VigilantCleric trading full casting
for better combat ability and some utility.ModerateClockwork KnightCreate a suit of power armor which augments your abilities with mechanical might.HighCodex BarbarianBarbarians get angry and break stuff.HighCodex RangerA variant of the ranger class with a little more bite.HighCodex RoboticistA codex roboticist make constructs, fight
construct and even become the construct.Very HighCodex SwordsageA altered version of the swordsage that not only fits better with other martial adepts, but can compete in higher-power games.Very HighCodex WitchA powerful caster with a mix of utility and hexing spells with a powerful familiar.Very HighCombatantIntended as a redone Fighter
class, the combatant is a master of combat, not limited to simply "hit it again".HighCommanderA cross of bard and fighter but neither, Commanders inspire their troops to acts of bravery, and fight on the front lines to lead by example.HighCommunal PossessionAnyone and everyone who's dead wants your body.HighConduit of the Lower PlanesA new
class-based way to create fiends and characters from the lower planes., An example Conduit of the Lower PlanesVery HighConstructorMaster of the construct, create golems and form an army to fight in battle.Very HighCosplayerA jack of all trades who changes roles and abilities at the drop of a hat.HighCrackerjackA PC version of the expert
class.HighCrimson HeartAn Incarnum-using, magic-infused juggernaut who focuses on healing and defending allies.Very HighCryomancerCryptic - Project AtreaA psychic Rogue who can hide from you by tricking your senses and injure your very mind.Very HighDancerDancers are the Bards of the Sublime Way. Mixing magical dance with martial
maneuvers, Dancers provide considerable support for their allies and can themselves be deadly in combat.HighDaring WeaponeerAn expert with a single type of light weapon who relies more on finesse than brute force.ModerateDark BladeModerateDark KnightA self destructive warrior who uses negative energy to leap head first into
battleModerateDeaconA non-spellcasting cleric using spell-like abilities.Very HighDeath HunterA cross-bow using dealer of death at close quarters and far.ModerateDeath KnightA knight dedicated to gods of death, either opposing... or supporting... the forces of undeath.HighDeath Knight VariantDeath MagusMaster of the save or die, they feed on
death to fuel their abilities.Very HighDeath TollerThose who hear the ringing never live past the night they hear it.HighDefenderSpecialist in melee defense and guarding his allies.HighDemon HunterHighDemonsouledA warlock of the Incarnum variety, the Demonsouled reshapes soulmelds to get some of the versatility that the normal Warlock sorely
lacks.HighDeva ChampionA martial artist who manifests their fighting spirit and maneuver mastery through the apparation of additional phantasmal arms.HighDivine SoulFavored Souls are blessed by their gods for their power to fight in their lord's name, but not all of them choose to take up the sword, others draw closer by advancing their spiritual
powers.Very HighDivine WordA wordcaster powered by divine inspiration.HighDraconic SageVery HighDragonVery HighDragon MarshalThrough the power of dragonblood, the Dragon Marshal radiate powerful aura and inspire men and women to their best. They also gain multiple draconic ability, such as breathing fire. An hybrid class between the
Dragon ShamanPHB2 and MarshalMH.HighDragon PaladinA Dragon Paladin is a Paladin which serve dragons instead of Gods or Good.Very HighDragon ShamanAn actually playable Dragon Shaman.HighDragonbloodedThose with dragon blood awaken to their draconic natures.HighDragonslayerA warrior who has trained since a young age to hunt
dragons and their ilk. Also a minor fix/base class replacement for the Dragon Compendium's Dragonslayer and/or Dragonstalker prestige class.Very HighDragoonThe dragoon, a heavily armored knight who, in spite of its weight, can leap massive distances to the point where they may as well be flying like the dragons they embody.HighDrakeA class
for making physically powerful dragons that neglect their mental and magical development.Very HighDread KnightThere is evil and then there is Evil, there are Paladins of Evil and then there are the Dread Knights.ModerateDreamerThe dreamer's powers draw from the Plane of Dreams and her own mind. Her imagination gives way to fantasy
becoming reality.HighDreg KnightA dreg knight is a creature whose body is nothing but rot and infection, and who have bonded themself to the putridness in this world, allowing it to spread into their own bodies, and then into the rest of the world., A figure with chiseled features and dark, smooth, gray skin that is pockmarked with red sores and
green infections.HighDrifterA wanderer of the land and initiate of the sublime ways.HighDruid, RevisedSlightly revised Druid to have features based on CR rather than HD. Not intended to be a nerf, just clean it up to work with modern homebrew and mechanics., You can wild shape into dragons, You can wild shape into magical beasts, You can wild
shape into certain outsidersVery HighDuelistSwashbucklers and dashing swordsman, they use finesse, martial maneuvers, and well timed parries and tricks to carry them to victory.HighDungeon MasterThe Dungeon Master loves to have complete mystical control of the outcome of his life, he can change the world around him to fit his
need.ModerateElectric MageAn Electric Mage someone born with the ability to create and control electricity, and uses this ability for all it is worth.HighElemental BladeFor some reason, you are connected strongly to the elemental planes. This helps you hit people.HighElemental BruteA class for advancing Elementals as powerful close combatants
with thematic abilities.Very HighElemental WeirdAn Elemental who focuses on magic instead of physical power., {{{summary}}}Very HighElementalistA spellcaster with a variety of readily-available elemental powersVery HighElixir MageElixir Mages are addicts, needing a substance not just to cast spells, but to function period. Designed for use
with mana-based spellcasting variant rule.Very HighEnhanced HunterA ranged weapon focused ranger archetype that uses spell-like abilities and quick weapon enhancements to get the hunt done instead of spells.HighEnigmatic BiomancerA Biomancer controls magic that affects living cells.HighEnigmatic InsectomancerEnigmatic Insectomancers
are experts in utilizing and enhancing the amazing abilities of insectsHighEvil ClownThe object of the hatred of all children, and the scariest thing you'll ever see. What may look like a carnival trickster is far more dangerous – beware!HighEvolutionistThese men and women have discerned a path towards a transcendence of what they were born as, no
simple transmutation and no unnatural energy twisting their selves, but a true change on the very building blocks of the divine design of their lives.HighExploit FighterA version of the fighter using my exploits rule.Very HighExplorerMost encounters with aliens and future technology in lore, cinema and games involve the protagonists using the
technology of the alien culture in a new way. This difference in application and lack of understanding (or rebellion) with the current powers, allows the protagoist to rise above the rest. However, an explorer has only an elementary understanding of the tools they possess. This is in essence the base class for xeno adventurers. Giving a balanced
amount of features that aid in surviving an alien universe.Very HighExposcientThe Psionic Warlock, with a tiny but self-regenerating Power Point pool. The perfect candidate for Metamind.HighFail MageCursed by the gods of luck, these mages tend to experience problems at the most inopportune times.UnquantifiableFarmerCommoners of the world
unite! Don't let the normal heroes have all the fun, someone's got to slay the dragon between harvest seasons.ModerateFavored Soul In The DungeonThis is a remade version of the favored soul base class from Complete Divine. It's part of the In The Dungeon series. The favored soul now better incarnates the holy warrior archetype, differing from a
divine magician such as the cleric and from the champion of the oppressed, the paladin. Relying on a more direct kind of spellcasting, the favored soul gains the signature feature channel divinity to take the edge in combat, combining it with its high defenses and fly speed. It has three variants for the favored of dragons, fiends and nature.Very
HighFeral RoninFeral ronin move with the grace of monks, but kill with the ferocity of barbarian whenever necessary.Very HighFeral Ronin - Tome AdaptionThis version of the Feral Ronin, originally created by transientanima, has been adapted for use in a Tome setting.Very HighFeybloodedA class which allow you to slowly turn into a fey. Grant
partial spellcasting as well as DR and unique abilities.Very HighFiendish BruteA class-based way to create interesting new fiends., An example Fiendish Brute.Very HighFighter, TomeA highly-trained heroic master of battlefield improvisation.Very HighFire MageA Fire Mage is a guy who likes fire a lot, and also doesn't completely
suck.HighFirefighterA water-wielding warrior oathbound to prevent the unholy destruction caused upon the world by careless use of fire.Very HighFist of the RighteousA powerful ally for the forces of good and righteousness.Very HighFlame AlchemistAlchemists are those who know how to transmute things into other things. This type of Alchemist
can transmute all sorts of things into Fire.HighFlameseekerA pyromancer focusing more on melee than in range.Very HighFlammenwerferYou know what this fire needs? More fire. The flammenwerfer werfs so much flammen, your opponents will need to learn german to find out how badly they've been burned.HighFocused ChampionA martial tank
that can contribute in multiple situations even with low gear.HighFootpadModerateForce ConduitForce Conduits, also know as Sith and Jedi, are students of the all powerful Force. They are highly skilled at combat and have an advanced plasma sword – but are better know for their powers with the Force.HighForce InitiateA DnD generalized concept
of "[The ]Force" powers without the focus of alignment or "Star Wars".Very HighForcemasterA forcemaster has the power to manipulate the forces of gravity, magnetism and nuclear energy, along with the strength to fight in close combat unarmed.ModerateForgefire AdeptForgefire Adepts are smiths that acquire special abilities through a divine link
attained with the art of forging: Breath Weapon and Invocations.HighFormweaverFormweavers are life and chaos made flesh.Very HighForsakerForsake your ties to magic and power your strength by sheer determination and gusto.HighFortuneSome rely entirely on luck over skill. Fortunes can manage absurd luck, but if they get overwhelmed their
luck might run out.ModerateGamblerA gambler is a student of humanoids and a master of himself. He bends to fate, and in doing so bends it in return. The best he can hope for is to break even.LowGate KnightKnights who have discovered power through sacrificing life to the darkness. It is another take on the iconic "Dark Knight" class of Final
Fantasy fame.Very HighGearbladeA gearblade is an initiator using constructs as her minion and bolstering her martial skills with gadgets.Very HighGemcasterA gemcaster casts arcane spells trapped within precious stones, instead of learning and reciting them from dusty old tomes.Very HighGenieA way similar to the True Fiend to create genies,
mephits, and similar elemental Outsiders.Very HighGentleman ExplorerBeing a journeyer through savage wildernesses, a student of natural philosophy, and furthermore a well and truly dapper huntsman.HighGeopsycheA psionic druid of sorts, who channels the collective psyche of the natural world.Very HighGod-bloodedDecended from the gods,
god-blooded wield great divine power.Very HighGodseerA spontaneous divine caster who is specialized in divination.Very HighGolem DomineerA minion class which grant you a powerful Golem miniom, with a side of spellcasting.Very HighGravity WarriorGravity warriors are people gifted with the ability to manipulate gravity, They may take many
paths, but whether they are the slaughterer or the arbiter, they are a force to be reckoned with., A monster with eyes that glow in the darkness, glinting like the purest rubies ever mined, the beast charges, smashing through stone and steel alike.HighGreen MageA mage who uses wind and air for high-mobility, terrain-creating effects.HighGrenadierA
warrior-chemist who specializes in explosives and can brew potions.HighGrey GuardianA paragon of defense, Grey Guardians begin their journey as able warriors with magical and martial abilities.HighGrimA supernatural warrior that channels power from the Ethereal Plane to transform his spirit and body as a divine ally of Death.Very HighGrim
LegionNamed after the organization they below to, these mercenary-cultists cultivate shadow magic and use it to aid their attacks.Very HighGrim Legion (3.5e Class)/GrimreaverHighGrimoire NecromancerA necromancer designed to have abilities similar to the Diablo II necromancer.HighGrimslayerHighGunslingerA variant of the Hexagunner, a
gunman with extraordinary marksmanship skills.HighHairbinderMages which bind spirits into their hair, allowing them to cast and use their hair as living weapons.Very HighHairbinder, VariantThis is a remake of the Hairbinder class by Eiji-kun.Very HighHalberdierA zone controller and tactician who speciaqlizes in the many different uses of the
halberd.HighHand Of ShadowA master of shadow who uses martial maneuvers from the Shadow Hand, Diamond Mind and Iron Heart disciplines, and up to 4th-level arcane spells.Very HighHardened PaladinA hardened Paladin granted absolution by his/her order and deity, you have earned the freedom to seek out and destroy corruption through any
means necessary.ModerateHareA fast moving traveler that becomes increasingly hard to hit or pin down the faster he runsLowHashshashinThe 'Holy' Assassin.HighHealer In The DungeonThis is a remade version of the healer base class. It's a class part of the In The Dungeon series. Healers where simply not viable, this is an attempt to revamp the
class, with fundamentally different class features.HighHellfire Knight variantHelraiserSoldiers of fortune, revolutionaries and freedom fighters all exist in a perpetual war. Indeed the goal is always Chaos to destroy the established order. Helraisers are very good at evasion and hiding, and are naturally pyromaniacs. But their greatest ability is
trapmastery, able to disarm and create traps with ease – eventually able to create explosive traps. Advanced helraisers can launch explosives great distances with mortars and artillery., A remote detonator can be used to detonate traps and explosives up to a mile away.HighHero WorshiperYou faithfully follow your heroes, learning what you can along
the way.ModerateHex WarriorA capable front-line fighter capable of inflicting a wide array of debuffing and debilitating effects on his targets.Very HighHexagunnerGreat bandits, thieves and womanizers, the Hexagunners are a select group of specially trained highwaymen skilled in the use of the Hexagun, an ingenious weapon that allows the user to
fire off multiple shots – six to be exact – without the need to reload or refill the chamber with gunpowder., Shotglass Johnson is the second in command of the nutorious Bloody Nose Boys, he only answers to the big boss Sigfreid 'Three-shot' KeplerHighHexblade In The DungeonThis is a remade version of the hexblade base class. It's a class part of the
In The Dungeon series. The hexblade gains some new abilities and improves its curse feature.Hexblade, VariantFearless witch-knights who combine martial skill with treacherous magic.HighHexknightA class that mix a bit of the KnightPHII, the HexbladeCW and WarlockCA alongside quite a few unique abilities to make a unique curse-based
tank.Very HighHigh PriestA variant type cleric more specialized to his deity's portfolio and with great mastery over his Domains.Very HighHivemasterA controller of vermin, the hivemaster eventually becomes an insectoid monster.Very HighHivemaster, VariantA controller of vermin, the hivemaster eventually becomes an insectoid
monster.HighHoboHobos, homeless, foul smelling people. Care should be taken when dealing with a Hobo, for they may convince you to do things you would not otherwise do., A smell fills the air, and there he stands, a small, homeless gnome, holding a small sword in his raised hand, and grinning at you.LowHopefulA short class which uses the power
of hope to help themselves and others achieve their goals.UnquantifiableHoundlordLord of the hounds, you command a swarm of dogs or wolves to attack others at your command.ModerateHunterFrom an early age the call of the wild draws some adventurers from the comfort of their homes into the unforgiving primal world outside. Those who
endure become hunters. Masters of their environment, they are able to slip like ghosts through the trees and lay traps in the paths of their enemies.HighHybrid Elite WarriorHybrid Elites are half mortal, half green magic. At some point early in their life a Hybrid Elite is infused with strong amounts of arcane energy. This painful infusion of potent
magic can show physically in many ways such as scars or strange green eyes. The powerful energies that now course through their body grant them unnatural feats of strength., Warriors infused with green arcane magics. Paragons of strength and aerial combat.HighIaijutsu MasterDraw your blade in a flash, slicing apart any opposition in your
way.HighIce MageAn iced-theme damage dealer and secondary spellcaster.Very HighIdeal ArmsmanA psionic warrior who embodies their strength into weapons and armor, allowing them to retain their abilities across any weapon or armor they use.HighIlluminamancerA Magus adept not at Arcane and/or Divine magics, but in the control of Light and
Darkness in it's purest forms.Very HighIncantatorAn Incantator is a specialist of Invocations with partial spellcasting on the side.Very HighInsectomancerSome masters of magic neglect spell schools for something much more suited to their talents: Breeding bugs, naturally.Very HighIntelligent ItemEver wanted to be an intelligent item? To be the
mad conscience inside a player’s weapon? To be the malicious artifact that the party carries around but has a will of its own? The intelligent item class is for all those who think the mimic monster is the awesome — but were always disappointed they could not play one.Very HighJackalArcane thief of spells, spell caster.Very HighJade ArcherAn archer
who sacrifices quantity for quality.Very HighJade Archer, Revised for AyronAn archer who sacrifices quantity for quality.Very HighJaunterYou are a teleporter, jaunting from place to place to stab them in the face.Very HighJediA warrior of the light and balance, the Jedi seek internal perfection and peace in the universe.HighJesterTo be a Jester is to
see the joke in every tragedy.Very HighJokerJokers are chaotic pranksters & comedians.Very HighJudge of ExistenceMost live in a prosaic world of the base perceptions, bound by Ultimate Laws – truths that hinder the capacity of progress. Prisoners to common sense and logic, a land where even science becomes a religion. Even the most basic
manipulations of existence cannot be understood by these sorry souls. This is the way of the lesser man. A judge of existence is a proponent of straining the limits – nay, being without limits, then deciding what limits the rest must follow. A Judge of Existence is a student of the power of Space. They can warp matter, and alter gravity and weather in an
area.Very HighJuggernautThe essence of strength, you are a hulk-like brute capable to casually flipping cars and crushing tanks.HighJumperJumpers, being the mobile, instinctive warriors that they are, can seem to be everywhere upon the battlefield at any given point in time. A battle that a jumper is involved it is sure to become hectic quickly., A
short, bald man with a rather calm, confident air about him.HighJusticiar, Project HereticaThe divine champion of Law, an attempt to make a "judge, jury, executioner" class.HighKaelik SorcererA Sorcerer balanced around the Wizard class.Very HighKantian PaladinA paladin that's actually playable at every level of the game.Very HighKi DemonAcross
the galaxy, many fear the power of Frost Demons and their terrifying combat potential. Especially when it comes to Ki.Very HighKi MasterBased off the warriors of DBZ, this is a flavor of monk who possesses potent energy blasts to strike at the enemies from afar.Very HighKi WarriorAcross the galaxy, tribes of Ki's have learned to harness the ki life
forces that suffuses thier bodies and use it form themselves into a deadly weapon.Very HighKido ShinigamiHunters of ghosts and demons, they protect the living from things which lurk just beyond the edge of the world. These shinigami are focused on their spiritual magic.Very HighKnight, TomeA 10-level Base Class designed to carry the Knight from
his spurs, all the way to joining a prestigious Knightly Order. Heavily focused on defending others.HighKnowledge MageThe Knowledge Mage wields the pure essence of knowledge to smack his enemies to death. Sort of.HighLegacy InheritorA long time ago, a great hero fell, and his sword was lost, never seen again. One day you get in a fight with
some bandits and with a flash of light the sword of legend itself appears in your hand - Showing that you carry the hero's blood in your veins.Very HighLesser GodA true god; roughly balanced against other full casters.Very HighLucky OneOther people are exceptionally skilled or endowed with amazing abilities. You aren't. Things work out for you
anyways.HighLycanthropeA 5-level class that turns the person taking it into a full-fledged lycanthrope.HighMage, GTA general Spellcaster that can be customized.Very HighMagelockA warlock that casts a limited number of spells almost at will, but not quite.Very HighMagestrikerA powerful gish class with a different focus than most.Very HighMagic
GirlA Cha-based class that can transform into a powerful battler.Very HighMagic RogueA cross of rogue and sorcerer, without having to go arcane trickster.Very HighMagic UnleasherMagic Unleashers don't carefully choose which spell to cast; They just decide when it's time to cast "a spell", and then do so.HighMagic-UserA basic spellcaster with
some customization options.Very HighMagicianSpellcasters who spontaneously cast spells from spellbooksVery HighMarinerA mix between the Mariner from dragonlance and the Gunslinger from pathfinder.HighMarksmanFocused on long ranged combat and sniping, the marksman hides in the shadows, striking at enemy weak points when they least
expect it. It focuses the stealth and precision strikes of the rogue at a distance.HighMarshalThe battlefield commander in all his glory, directing friends to greater heights than they could ever be on their own., {{{summary}}}HighMarshal, RetooledA retooling of the Marshal that makes it a better martial character and an extraordinary buffer
(literally).HighMarshal, RevampedMarshal, TomeA combat buffer and healer designed to be easy-to-use.UnquantifiableMartial ArtistA Martial Artist is a Monk who has foregone the pursuit of self perfection to focus purely on his unarmed physical art of kicking people's butts.HighMartial WarriorA character who uses a limited number of maneuvers
repeatedly.HighMaster AssassinFor This Assassin is not so much a hired killer as he is someone who studies how to kill. If Killing is an art, then you are its painter, and your weapons are the brushesHighMaster of CelerityThe Master of Celerity is trained to fight effectively with two weapons. They use there superior speed to out maneuver their
opponents.ModerateMaster of EverythingThe Master of Everything seems like the most powerful character in existence. Until you try to get him to do something a minute later, of course.Very HighMenderSomeone with lots of positive energy inside, can use it to healVery HighMentalistA rework of the Pathfinder Mesmerist for VH 3.5e, a class with
the ability to hypnotize themselves and others.Very HighMetal SlugYou pilot a tiny tank to victory!HighMetamorphShapechanger.MimicThe mimic shines brightest when in a party, where he multiplies the attacks of others, mimicking their every move.UnquantifiableMindrazorA psionic martial initiator, using Mind Blade-like psychic weaponry.Very
HighMindrenderA psionic class that specializes in dealing terrible madness upon its foes.Very HighMinstrelA remake of the bard that grants access to more roguish talents and fixes some of the problems with the class.Very HighMonk In The DungeonThis a remade version of the monk base class. It's a class part of the In The Dungeon
series.HighMonk of the Forgotten FistA different kind of monk that may help offset some of the Monk's Inherent Suck.HighMonk, RetooledA retooling of the Monk that addresses some of its main problems while making it mechanically distinct to the Unarmed SwordsageHighMonk, TomeA version of the Monk that is actually playable.Very
HighMonsterBuild your own monster! Be a big gloppy goop or a flying bat out of hell!Monster TamerA person who captures monsters in spheres and chooses them to fight. Really, it's just a Pokemaster with the serial numbers filed off.Very HighMonster TrainerYou wanna be the very best like no one ever was, to catch monsters is your real test, to
train them is your cause!UnquantifiableMonsterslayerIn the mist of creation the mortal races were often food for monsters, so it was not long before a mortal picked up a stick, sharpened it and started killing monsters to carve a safe place for civilication to exsist.HighMoondancerGraceful shapeshifter.HighMorticianThe Mortician is more or less a
diabolical surgeon. He learns abilities to bring the dead to life while also stitching back up the living. He improves what he works on, and eventually has a nice super army of zombies at his command.ModerateMystic BladeIf you don't want to wait for the spellsword prestige class, the mystic blade offers an alternative combination of sorcery and
steel.HighMystic CardsharkA versatile caster with a casting system much like the Crusader's.Very HighMystic CenobiteMystical monks of the sublime way, these martial adepts take the art of fighting to a spiritual, magical level.HighMystic DelverMystic Delvers are expert explorer, thieves, charmer and wizards. A happy mix between a rogue and a
wizard not relying on backstabbing but rather on cunning and a few powerful spells (and a lot of weaker spells).Very HighMystic SniperA sniper with limited spellcasting.HighMystic SpellthiefAn improved spellthief class that are capable caster slayers, and casters in their own right.HighMythic ChargeA a variant of the Fighter class, which has a
magical powers and a legendary weapon... but are also somewhat helpless most of the time.Very HighNecrobladeA gish class that use necromancy and animate it foes.Very HighNecrocarnalYou invest the souls of the dead into the bodies of the dead, thereby animating them. Seems quite obvious in retrospect.HighNecrocarnal, RevisedA revised
version of Foxwarrior's Necrocarnal.HighNight ThiefThis is an alternative Night Thief class, that focuses on thievery and incapacitation of targets and uses all printed material, non-magical abilities to give the Night Thief the optimal chance of success when getting into a facility, allow them to incapacitate their target or grab the gold, and assist them
in getting out again.HighNinjaA Ninja fit for Tome games.Very HighNobleAs a Noble you have lavish but incredibly strict upbringing to ensure that you start life with the skills and tools to make sure that you won't soil the family name. After all, they only want "what's best for you".ModerateNonlinear FighterA fighter who can constantly retrain all of
his feats.HighOathsworn - SekiroOccultistA specialized spontaneous spellcaster and practitioner of the dark arts.Very HighOccultist SavantA wielder of magic and psionics who gives up high levels of power in order to broaden their horizons and give themselves more control over the more intricate aspects of their power., A mystic who travels far and
wide, gathering knowledge and power with which to lead a crusade to reclaim his homeland.Very HighPainterThere are those who make painting into more than a simple painting. Their paintings are not only lifelike, but alive. The Painter utilizes his ink and paintbrush to bring life to his art, and turning it into a deadly weapon.HighPaladetteA Wizardlevel Paladin with lies and poisons allowed, fighting banned, and changes to match.Very HighPaladin In The DungeonThis is a remade version of the paladin base class. It's a class part of the In The Dungeon series. The paladin redeems itself by gaining new class features and improving its precedent ones. The two great changes are a better version of
the smite ability and the new feature: zeal.HighPaladin of the Sublime WayA paladin which uses martial maneuvers instead of spells, they have the backing of the gods at their side.HighPaladin, Project HereticaA retooling of the Paladin class, exemplar of the Divine Champion chassis.HighPaladin, Sulacu VariantA better version of everyone's favorite
ass-kicking hero: the paladin.ModeratePaladin, TomeA warrior of the forces of good, a strong defensive bastion and caster of defensive and healing spells.Very HighPaladin, Vow of Service VariantA paladin variant that can be customized in order to better serve the party.HighPatriotAs a paladin is powered by devotion to law and good, the patriot is
powered by love of nation.HighPatron WitchA spellcaster, traditionally female, who makes a contact with a spirit for vast magical knowledge and power.Very HighPeacebringerThe peacebringer is a pacifistic healer who is dedicated entirely to encouraging prosperity and goodness among all sentient beings.Very HighPegasus KnightStriking from the
air with terrifying force, the pegasus knight is a defender of both the wilds, and the people around her. She fights along side her trusty winged steed in battle, striking down her foes from above utilizing a variety of ranged and close combat weapons while their faithful mount tramples them beneath its hooves.ModeratePhenomenistA phenomenist is a
psychic spellcaster who studies the universe, drawing powers from the knowledge she acquires.Very HighPhilosopherA knower and deviner of the many secrets of the worldHighPicaroonA rogue designed for High level games, they have access to many tricks at their disposal.HighPie MageSend your enemies to a delicious death by pie! No, seriously,
stop laughing!Very HighPirateA smuggler, thief, and general villain that is merely one part of a grand organization of crime.UnquantifiablePirate, Alternativecross between rogue and swashbuckler, with some of original pirate homebrewModeratePity SpongeInvariably popular with kindly NPC's and often drawing resentment from their teammates,
Pity Sponges mess up even the simplest tasks and interactions, drawing pity from others. At higher levels they begin to draw pity even from deities, who just hope the poor creatures can finally get a happy ending.LowPlanar BladeThe Planar Blade attunes himself to a plethora of planes in order to gain their power and become invulnerable.Very
HighPlaneswalkerA caster with a long recharge time.Very HighPowerful ClericA cleric with at-will, encounter, and daily spells.ModeratePowerful WizardA wizard with at-will, encounter, and daily spells.ModeratePriestA cleric revision with less physical combat power, spontaneous casting from a much smaller list, and a stronger reliance on domains
for spells available.Very HighProteusPsionic factotums of a sort, with the power of a mind which taps into the collective unconcious, they are masters of information and skill.HighPseudonaughtA pseudonaught is someone dangerous, someone who shouldn't be dealt with, someone who shouldn't even be. The very existance of such a being is an offense
against the entirety of reality, for they tear through it, and reach into whats beyond it, channeling raw unexistance through their form, and perverting their existance with it., A man wearing a tight, pitch black cloak, with an almost palpable aura of corruption around him, who only has one goal in mind. That of ending all reality.Very HighPsionic
PsuperheroA master of a single augmentable power.HighPsybladeA psyblade focuses his mind on becoming an overwhelming force in combat. Manifesting his personal power into shapeable mind weapons and energy. A psyblade uses this true understanding of self to evolve beyond.HighPsychebladeA gish warrior with telepathic focused abilities.Very
HighPsychic AgentA psychic secret agent, they are a jack of all trades designed to sneak, infiltrate, and if need be to kill.HighPsychic ArcherVery HighPsychic CombatantA greatly improved version of the psychic warrior, psychic combatant use rather vast psionic powers and sheer martial might to waste their enemies.Very HighPsychic StalkerA
psionic rogue capable of augmenting all it attacks like psionic powers.HighPsyguardA psionic warrior which much like the soulknife make equipment out of psionic energy, although in the psyguard's case she make a fearsome psychic armor.HighPsyhexerA psionic version of the witch class. A capable hexer who possess strong psionic abilities.Very
HighPsyknifeA soul knife assassin capable of both stealth and damageHighPuppeteerBioelectric Necromancy!HighPyromancerA caster who can manipulate and invoke fire with extreme proficiency.Very HighPyromaniacDid you know all problems can be solved by the application of fire somewhere? The pyromaniac will prove it to you.Very
HighPyromaniac - variantA variant of Eiji-kun's fantastic class, the Pyromaniac. Most of the work is HIS. I have made a few edits for a slightly different flavor.Very HighPyropsycheBased on the pyrokineticist class, but as a base class, you are a master of flame and fire.HighPyrotechnicUnderstatement: This person likes to blow things
up.HighQuasinaughtThere is no such thing as a quasinaught, yet this does not stop them from affecting the world. This makes a quasinaught infinitely dangerous, something to be avoided at every expense, for fear of being touched by that which isn't real, for fear of being doused in unexistance., An unshaven man, wearing a ragged, torn, grey cloak,
with eyes that seem to split straight into your soul, pupiless and terrifying.Very HighRadiant ChampionAn elite holy warrior of the church, whose goal is not to route out and punish evil, but to protect his allies, and the innocent who cannot protect themselves. These righteous defenders are powered by a close personal relationship with their deity,
and link to the positive energy plane itself.Very HighRanger In The DungeonThis is a remade version of the ranger base class. It's part of the In The Dungeon series. It is a lot more skilled and versatile with spells and its animal companion becomes a force to be reckoned with.Ranger, RetooledA retooling of the Ranger, enhancing their spellcasting
ability, refurbishing their combat skills and reinforcing their skillsHighRanger, TomeA ranger that kicks ass.Very HighRaycasterA spellcaster who focuses on rays and line attacks. Accuracy is the key, and you shall show laser is not difficult.Very HighRazielA Raziel is a born with innate magic, deeper in connection with his power than a sorcerer, but
not quite the source itself.Very HighReaperA dread knight, one who culls from the living and seals their souls for his own use.HighRecyclerA druid variant who acts as a "necromancer of the green", they return the dead to life through plants and fungus, using their reborn minions in place of transforming into other creatures.Very HighRed
MagusMaster of all, the red magus can cast harmful magic, healing magic, and even tough it out with a sword when needed.HighRegeneratorA class about being a eldritch abomination which constantly regenerate.Very HighRelaxed WarriorA martial character with something martial characters have always missed out on: the 15 minute workday.Very
HighRestorerAn invocation based healer dedicated to the service of all.Very HighReturnedBack from the dead.Very HighRibbonbladeOne of the more interesting martial characters, the Ribbonblade combines the whimsy of the bard with the strength and precision of the monk.ModerateRiftsinkA riftsink is a creator intradimensional portals, or rifts,
which he uses to deter movement, flit about the battlefield, and generally attack from relative safety.HighRiftwalker - Project AtreaA warrior who trains in high gravity and can compress gravity around his weapon, allowing him to rip holes in space as he attacks.Very HighRogue 2.0An agile thief who solves solves problems with savvy.Very HighRogue,
TomeRogue intended for Tome games. Bonus feats come earlier (in form of Tome Combat feats), given some shadow powers to make things interesting especially at higher levels.Very HighRoninThe progeny of dishonored warriors, Ronins specialize in cheap shots.HighRougeA rogue-like class that wears red to power his skill.ModerateRunehunterAn
arcane bounty hunter/treasure seeker.Very HighSaiyan WarriorAcross the galaxy, tribes of Saiyan's have learned to harness the ki life forces that suffuses thier bodies and use it form themselves into a deadly weapon on their way to the Legendary Super Saiyan transformations.Very HighSamurai, TomeThe master of the quickdraw, whose kiai rend
flesh and steel apart with equal ease. A version of the class which is actually playable.Very HighSavantA jack of all trades, who can share their skills with allies and provide support in almost any situation.ModerateScoundrelA skillful initiator who uses deceit and backstabbing to get the job done unnoticed., An Assassin specialized in aquatic and water
missions.HighScoutA military-trained Scout who has advanced knowledge of teamwork tactics, finding tracks and trails, and navigating into and away from almost any location like a shadow.HighScrollcasterA spellcaster whose spells entirely rely on multiple-use scrolls. His spellcasting is slower, but he gains the benefits of a wide spell list mixed with
near-spontaneous casting.Very HighSeerFixed List Divination Caster, This spell works like moment of prescience, except that it can be activated once per round., By partially detacting yourself from the flow of time, you create an echo that mimics your actions.Very HighSelf TelekineticistThis fighter relies on the power of telekinesis to fling himself
around.ModerateSentinelA defender who protects his allies from harm by forcing enemies to target himself for attacks.HighShadow BladeA shadow-jumping class who can almost always reach their mark.HighShadow MagisterA shadowcaster-type thing that doesn't suck and cause weird incompatibility issues. ToP-compliant.Very HighShadow Pact
WarlockAs Warlock, but using Tome of Battle Chassis, and slightly more powerful.HighShadow RogueA tactical striker with enough skills to be useful out of combat as well.HighShadow SpyA scoundrel who stalks and lives in the shadowsHighShadowcasterA stealthy magic user and weilder of shadow magic.Very HighShadowknifeA shadow themed
soulknife, it has more of a stealth and ambush focus and some manifesting support.Very HighShamanA mystic that has a strange communion with nature, gaining divine spells through hardship by unraveling its secrets.HighShaman, NWA channeler of spiritsVery HighShape EaterA shapeshifter who eats creatures to gain their powers.Very
HighShapechangerSome shapeshifters aren't satisfied with the restriction of their forms to nature's creatures, and don't want all those extra spells the wizard gets that aren't Polymorph. The Shapechanger is for them, allowing use of forms varying from Dragon to Monstrous Humanoid.Very HighShapeshifterThe shapeshifter you were always looking
for…Very HighSharpshooterA formidable user of ranged weaponry who can bring any foe down from afar.HighShinigamiHunters of ghosts and demons, they protect the living from things which lurk just beyond the edge of the world.HighShinobiMasterful ninja, you stalk the night. All will fear the assassin in the dark: the shinobi!HighSkill-Monkey,
ToPA Tome of Prowess factotum and expert.HighSkilled AssassinThis Assassin has mastered killing in its Entirety nothing can escape it. If Killing is an art, then you are its painter, and your weapons are the brushesHighSkipperA mobile, supernatural combatant that teleports around quickly, even in the middle of moving.HighSkycutterMasters of
wind, these free spirits dance in the skies with their air elemental brethren.Very HighSlayerA powerful essence-user, focusing on raw offence and on profane power related to killing. A slayer is the bane of all that breath, small or big.HighSlipmindA psionic rogue akin to the Magic Rogue.HighSnake Handler PriestThis is like a cleric with relatively low
spellcasting ability, but relatively high ability to summon and fight alongside snakes!HighSniper WizardThe equivalent to the battle sorcerer, it actually focuses more on attacks and use of a focus component for their limited but powerful arcane power.Very HighSnowscaperAn ice mage style class with good cold damage and ice sculpting abilities.Very
HighSnowsoulA wielder of the power of ice and coldHighSoldierA specialist in melee weapons combat with some special abilities.ModerateSoldier, TomeA warrior who understands the tactics of the various races of Dungeons & Dragons and uses them herself in battle.Very HighSongbladeHighSonic WarriorSonic Warriors are beings gifted with
control over sound. They have been known to follow many paths, but regardless of whether they are the butcher or the rebel, they tend to be rather mad., A tall, rather mad looking man wearing a dusty cloak and matching boots.HighSorcerer, HeritageHighSorcerer, TomeA sorcerer that isn't obviously inferior to a wizard.Very HighSoul Reaper, Jay
VariantA hunter of evil ghosts and demons.HighSoul ReaverChosen by Death to harvest souls for the afterlife, the soul reaver is a gish who uses souls as a source of strength.Very HighSoul-BloodedThe Soul Blooded is a Versatile Spellcaster akin to a Bard. However, instead of Bardic Music, the Soul Blooded binds spirits similar to the way that Binders
use Vestiges.ModerateSoul-Rage SkaldA Nordic Bard with rage and maneuvers instead of spellsHighSoulbladeA replacement to the soulknife, bumped up and made useful.ModerateSoulbornA non-sucky version of the Soulborn.Very HighSoulcallerA class focused on capturing and calling forth souls, mixing Incarnum with the talents of the Blue Mage
and Ba Summoner.UnquantifiableSoulsmithA forger of trinkets and jewelry into which he has imbedded his very soul.HighSpecial Boi - Favored Soul variantSometimes people are born special, and the severe devotion to a cause or connection to a deity drives them on adventures.None AssignedSpecialist MageA spellcaster who focuses on a single
school, and only barely dabbles outside of that school.Very HighSpeedsterA class that gives the powers of a Speedster.HighSpellbaneA lightly-armored warrior-scholar who specializes in combating spell castersHighSpellbenderAlthough a spellbenders does not cast spells, she is a master of metamagic and sculpts the flow of magic around her to her
own will.UnquantifiableSpellbinderA spontaneous arcane caster with lots of spells known.Very HighSpellslingerSpellslingers are the sheriffs and bandits of D&D. They are limited to ray spells, but they can use their finger pistols to shoot just about everybody. Their ammo (spells) is limited, but they can put them to good use.Very HighSpellthief,
Pathfinder VariantA Pathfinder take on the Spellthief.HighSpider-MonkAmalgamation of Monk, Rogue, and Spider-ManModerateSpirit MeisterSpeed and elements based martial class.ModerateSpirit ShamanA Spirit Shaman is meant for two things: charming spirits and punching people in the face with said spirits.Very HighSpyglass ScoutThis class
borrows abilities from the rogue and ranger classes.HighStarThe Star is a highly mobile character that specializes in unarmed melee and ranged combat.Very HighStone MageCarve the earth into a deadly weapon. You are the mage who will KNOCK THEM ALL DOWN!HighStrategistA commander of legendary proportions, building bases and
amassing armies.Very HighStreet ThugAn inner city ruffian that uses fists and feet to get what he wants from innocent citizens.HighStudent of Kung FuA fresh take on the Martial Artist, the Student of Kung Fu learns to incorporate Weapons into their Unarmed combat abilities in new and interesting Ways. Although lacking in some of the Monk's
Spiritual Powers, it learns other mystical abilities to aid them in combat.HighStunt FighterA more versatile Fighter for higher balance games.HighStyle FighterA variant of the fighter that can switch her bonus feats between different fighting style.HighSublime AssassinThe Sublime Assassin is a versatile combatant, using sudden strike and maneuver
in order to defeat her foe.HighSublime BoxerA sublime boxer hits people with her fists and initiates maneuvers.HighSublime CutthroatA sneaky master of the Sublime. Can use multiple stances at a time.HighSublime KnightA martial initiator knight who tanks for the party, keeping them safe from harm.HighSublime SamuraiA samurai who employs
martial maneuvers and quick flashy strikes.HighSublime ShinobiA sublime version of Eiji-kun's shinobi.Very HighSublime SoulbladeA sublime version of the soulknife, use maneuvers and is actually playable.Very HighSummonerA master of the summoning arts.Very HighSuperheroAlso known as a "one-trick pony", each superhero possesses one
powerful ability. This implementation takes superpowers directly from the Sorcerer/Cleric/Druid/Bard/Ranger/Paladin spell lists.HighSurge FighterA variant fighter who gets half as many feats as normal, but more than makes up for it with powerful combat surges that enable him to be the direct martial equivalent of a wizard.Very HighSurgerThere
are many different breeds of adventurer, those who are masters at martial combat, those who are masters of the arcane and the divine, and there are those more gifted. Surgers are a collective of people who use their innate abilities towards increasing their own physical abilities, and/or attaining new levels of arcane or divine power.Very HighSwamp
HagA swamp-themed non-caster that gets curses, a minion and transformation abilities.HighSwashbucklerPirates are awesome. Play a class meant to actually show that! Say hi to Cap'n Sparrow when you run into him...Very HighSwashbuckler, CodexBring the swashbuckler to the High Balance range, fill dead levels and allow better compatibility
with Tome of Prowess. Compress it to a 12 level class.HighSwashbuckler, Foxwarrior VariantA Swashbuckler class, designed to make it easy to directly convert from STDoc's variant.Very HighSwashbuckler, STDoc VariantA swashbuckler who is actually playable after level 3.HighSwift HunterA take on the Swift Hunter buildHighSwiftbladeA very fast
and agile melee fighterHighSylvan OccultistA dangerous wielder of inherited power. Uses prepared spontaneous casting.Very HighTamastin ShadowmancerA spell caster with power over darknessVery HighTech OperativeA slightly altered and highly reflavored Cleric. The Tech Operative calls down assistance from a distant Base, using technology
instead of magic.Very HighTechnomageTechnomages are magic users that works similarly to warlocks, but they have a more academic approach and are also experts with technology, constructs and bots.ModerateTelekineticSome people can bend space to their will. These people are called Telekinetics and can move things with their mind.Very
HighTelekinetic, VariantThe telekinetic uses her powers to wreck havoc on enemies by throwing objects, and beings, around the battlefieldVery HighTemplarTemplars are ordained warriors tasked with spreading the faith and defending the faithful, while also beating down the foes of a deity.Very HighTemporal AdeptA time-bending temporal adept
who studies the world through intellect and cunning.UnquantifiableTenkenA Dexterity-based fighter who gets by on sheer speed and precision., {{{summary}}}ModerateTenken, TomeThe tenken is a fighting machine capable of lightning speeds, used both for offense and defense.Very HighTerror of the SandThe Terror of the Sand is a unique spell
caster That uses Sand Control To attack his enemies and aid his allies and can transform into terrible beast to fight your enemies.Very HighThaumaturgeThe generic spellcaster for most of your arcane, divine, and psionic needs!HighThaumaturgistA Thaumaturge is a spellcaster that focuses on preparing and learning several spells in advance. He or
she also prepares a base with several artifices of strange nature. This base relies heavily on out of combat preparation that comes from the player in-game. Freedom to change your abilities outside of class features comes at the cost of never gaining combat abilities in a vanilla sense.UnquantifiableThief AcrobatWhile the common rogue is a thief, conman, and scout extraordinaire, the thief acrobat is a highly trained specialist in the art of housebreaking and feats of dexterity and acrobatics.ThogomancerTHOGOMANCER SMASH!ModerateThoughtformerA thoughtformer make objects and image of psionic energy and summon her own psyche into the world.Very HighThreatA tall lithe man with
dark seedy looking eyes and tassled brown hair, wearing a simple adventurer's garb, but overly decked out in pockets that seemed packed to the bring with every supply you could think of to get out of a tight spot., Threats are brutal, terrible warriors that have often been viewed as vicious pit fighters by other types of warrior, and who have been
known to crush their enemies with force that few have ever actually seen.HighTime BenderTime benders, beings with the unorthodox power to alter the flow of eternity. Few time benders survive to master their profession without the help of a fetch: a specially crafted homunculus., A dark form stands in the shadows just on the edge of vision, it
seems to be shifting from one form to another, the only thing remaining fix being it's eyes, eyes that look as though they could pierce your very soul.HighTime MageMasters of time and space, the Time Mage can cause opponents to freeze or the stars to fall upon them.Very HighTime WalkerTime walkers are people with the strange ability to exist
'outside' of time, and comprehend its unexplainable rhythm to the degree that they can manipulate it to their own ends. Upon the battlefield, a time walker is a seemingly unkillable foe that can rend at the enemies' very souls., A man with a calm yet intense air about him, wearing the road beaten gear of a warrior.HighTotemistA totemist that isn't
crazy complicated to use.Very HighToxinbladeWith the ability to imbue his foes with the mystical toxins which grow within his body, this warrior proves a deadly foe for even the strongest of enemies.HighTradesmenNon-magical ArtificerModerateTraditional NinjaAn unarmed and unarmored warrior who strikes from the shadows, silently leaving
behind a trail of victims.HighTransforming HeroIn the day you are the mild mannared NPC. But at night you transform into a true PC hero!Very HighTransmogrifierShapechange: The class.Very HighTrue ArcherMasters of the bow and crossbow, the true archer is the prime example of power at a distance.ModerateTrue DragonA class for making
dragons that work like PCs.Very HighTrue FiendA new way to build new and interesting fiend creatures.Very HighTrueblood DragonTransform into a true dragon. An updated/stronger version of the dragonblooded class.Very HighTruenamer, RebuildA fixed truenamer to be used in conjunction with the Truespeak Fix variant rules.Very
HighTruenamer, RedoneA remake of the truenamer as a full caster with the ability to improve her spells with utterance.Very HighTruespeakerPeople who speak the language of creation; they reshape reality with their wordsVery HighUndead StalkerThe suggested class on page 175 of the DMGVery HighUnfledgedSometimes, a group of adventurers
includes a character who seems to have no business being on an adventure. Such characters from fiction include Bilbo Baggins (The Hobbit) and Garion (Pawn of Prophecy). Such characters often develop abilities they didn’t know they had.UnquantifiableVampire LordVampire Lord allows you to play as a vampire from first
level.ModerateVanguardThey have one purpose in life. Be the one to beat the enemy down.HighVerdant ChannelerAn invoking class much like the warlock, the Verdant Channeler use a force called The Green in order to manipulate and create plants.Very HighVicarA Vicar is a divine oriented martial adept.HighVindicatorA vindicator is a good-aligned
partial spontaneous spellcasting with martial might. A compromise between the Paladin and the Cleric.Very HighWandering HeroThe classic wandering hero, your Link, your Wanda, your mysterious hero on horseback who single handedly solves puzzles, defeats the giant boss, and saves the princess with a sword, a shield, and endless inventory. All
in a day's work.HighWandlockA "spellcaster" who uses wands and staves as the source of their magic.Very HighWar CookA magical warrior who turns their opponents into delicious meals.HighWardenSpellcaster that specializes in defensive and protective magics, This spell works like area ward, except that it effects a larger area and can incorporate
more powerful spell effects., This spell works like glyph of warding, except that a supreme blast glyph deals 1d8 points of damage per caster level (no cap) and a supreme spell gylph can contain a spell of up to 9th level., This spell works like symbol of death, except that it has no hit point limit; once triggered, a greater symbol of death simply remains

active for 10 minutes per caster level., This spell works like symbol of death, except that creatures that fail their save are confused (as the confusion spell), and that it has no hit point limit; once triggered, a symbol of confusion simply remains active for 10 minutes per caster level., This spell works like symbol of sleep, except that there is no hit die
limit for its effect. Any creature that fails their save falls asleep., This spell works like symbol of fear, except that it has no hit point limit; once triggered, a greater symbol of fear simply remains active for 10 minutes per caster level.Very HighWarlockA Warlock that doesn't suck.Very High Back to Main Page → 3.5e Homebrew → Classes
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